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Enclosed are the minutes of the MRB meeting held on April 1, 2014.  If you have  
 
comments or questions, please contact me at (610) 337-6942. 
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MINUTES:  MANAGEMENT REVIEW BOARD MEETING OF April 1, 2014 
 
The attendees were as follows: 
 
In person at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland: 
 
Michael Weber, MRB Chair, DEDMRT  Kathleen Schneider, FSME   
Marian Zobler, MRB Member, FSME   Lisa Dimmick, FSME 
Patrick Moulding, MRB Member, OGC  Laura Dudes, FSME 
Janine Katanic, Team Leader, FSME  Jack Foster, OEDO 
Jared Thompson, AR      
 
By videoconference: 
 
David Lew, MRB Member, Region I   Michelle Beardsley, FSME 
Anton Vegel, Region IV    Randy Erickson, Team Member, Region IV  
Michelle Hammond, Team Member, Region IV 
 
By telephone: 
 
Bernard Bevill, AR     Renee Mallory, AR 
Stephanie Wilkins, AR    Angela Hill, AR 
Steve Mack, AR     Tara Weidner, Region I 
Bob Dansereau, NY     Michael Stephens, FL 
Alan Jacobsen, MD     Mike Welling, VA 
 
 
1. Convention.  Ms. Lisa Dimmick convened the meeting at 1:03 p.m. (ET).  She noted that 

this Management Review Board (MRB) meeting was open to the public; several members 
of the public identified themselves by name and affiliation as noted above.  Ms. Dimmick 
then transferred the lead to Mr. Michael Weber, Chair of the MRB.  Introductions of the 
attendees were conducted. 

 
2. Arkansas IMPEP Review.  Ms. Janine Katanic, Team Leader, led the presentation of the 

Arkansas Integrated Materials Performance Evaluation Program (IMPEP) review results 
to the MRB.  She summarized the review and the team’s findings for the six indicators 
reviewed.  The on-site review was conducted by a review team composed of technical 
staff members from the NRC and the State of New Mexico during the period of October 
28 – November 1, 2013.  A draft report was issued to the State for factual comment on 
February 20, 2014.  The State responded to the review team’s findings by letter dated 
March 21, 2014.  The last IMPEP review for Arkansas was conducted in October 2009 
with a followup IMPEP review conducted in April 2011.  Ms. Katanic noted that there was 
one recommendation made during the previous IMPEP.  She reported that the team was 
able to close this recommendation.  .  
 

 Common Performance Indicators.  Mr. Randy Erickson presented the findings regarding 
the common performance indicator, Technical Staffing and Training.  His presentation 
corresponded to Section 3.1 of the proposed final IMPEP report.  Mr. Erickson noted that 
the State had implemented an increased salary grid.  The MRB questioned the State as to 
the effectiveness of the increased grid.  The State noted that it does provide financial and 



 

career growth.  Mr. Erickson reported that the team made one recommendation for the 
State to provide refresher training to the inspection staff on the inspections procedures as 
performance issues were identified on some of the inspection accompaniments.  Mr. 
Erickson reported that at the time of the review, the Program was fully staffed; however he 
noted that he was informed by the State that since the review, they had lost one staff 
member and that another staff would be going out on maternity leave in the near future.  
The team expressed concerns with the loss of staff to which the State responded that they 
will take actions, as necessary to ensure that performance will not be affected. 

     
 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 

“satisfactory” and made one recommendation.  The MRB agreed that Arkansas’ 
performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory” rating for this indicator and agreed with the 
team’s recommendation. 

 
 Ms. Katanic presented the findings regarding the common performance indicator, Status of 

Materials Inspection Program.  This indicator was reviewed by Binesh Tharakan, Region 
IV who could not be in attendance.  Her presentation corresponded to Section 3.2 of the 
proposed final IMPEP report.  Ms. Katanic reported that the State performed two out of 
137 or 1.3 percent of high priority and initial inspections overdue during the review period; 
and issued four out of the 25 inspection reports reviewed greater than the State’s goal of 
30 days.  She further noted that the State exceeded the criteria for reciprocity inspection 
performance.  The MRB commended the State on its performance. 

  
 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 

“satisfactory” and made no recommendations.  The MRB agreed that Arkansas’ 
performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory” rating for this indicator. 

 
 Mr. Santiago Rodriguez and Ms. Janine Katanic presented the findings regarding the 

common performance indicator, Technical Quality of Inspections.  Their presentation 
corresponded to Section 3.3 of the proposed final IMPEP report.  Mr. Rodriguez reported 
that the team determined that inspections covered all aspects of the licensee’s radiation 
safety programs, and that inspection reports were thorough, complete, consistent, and of 
high quality, with sufficient documentation to ensure that a licensee’s performance with 
respect to health and safety was acceptable.  Ms. Katanic reported that accompaniments 
of 5 inspectors were conducted prior to the onsite review.  She noted that, with one 
exception where the  inspector’s performance was not acceptable, the accompaniments  
were of generally acceptable quality.   Ms. Katanic noted that for the inspector who did not 
meet the performance standard, the Program took immediate action to address the 
identified deficiencies.  Ms. Katanic noted that some of the performance issues observed 
during the accompaniments could be attributed to the non-use of procedures and lack of 
familiarity with the program’s expectations regarding the use of procedures.  Regarding 
the one inspector that did not perform up to standard, the MRB asked the State if they had 
identified issues with this inspector previously, and if not, what checks and balances would 
be put in place to deal with performance issues going forward.  The State responded that 
they had identified performance issues with this inspector and took actions after the 
IMPEP review.  The MRB questioned the team as to why the report included a discussion 
regarding the different outcomes about the indicator finding, as opposed to just stating the 
resultant finding.  Ms. Katanic stated that the team wanted to be transparent in the fact 
that there was disagreement amongst the team members after the review.  Ms. Katanic 
also noted that the recommendation from the last IMPEP review regarding additional 
training on the inspections procedures was held open but the team decided that it should 



 

be included in the report under the indicator, Technical Staffing and Training, as this more 
adequately reflected the root cause of the performance issues. 

 
 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 

“satisfactory” and made no recommendations.  The MRB agreed that Arkansas’ 
performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory” rating for this indicator. 

 
Ms. Michelle Hammond presented the findings regarding the common performance 
indicator, Technical Quality of Licensing Actions.  Her presentation corresponded to 
Section 3.4 of the proposed final IMPEP report.  She reported that the team reviewed 18 
licensing casework files and determined that with several exceptions, the review team 
found that licensing actions were complete with health and safety issues properly 
addressed, however, the security assessments were not being completed and 
documented in accordance with the most recent FSME guidance.  Ms. Hammond noted 
that the team made one new recommendation for the State to revise its licensing 
procedures to include current guidance to determine and document the basis of 
confidence for all new applications and transfer of control that radioactive materials will be 
used as intended, prior to authorizing the material on the license; and provide staff with 
training on the process and changes to the Program’s licensing procedures.  The MRB 
questioned the team as to why they did not find this indicator unsatisfactory.  The team 
responded that while they found deficiencies in several cases, the other criteria for a 
finding of “unsatisfactory” as stated in Management Directive 5.6 were not met. 
 

 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 
“satisfactory, but needs improvement” and made one recommendation.  The MRB agreed 
that Arkansas’ performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory, but needs improvement” 
rating for this indicator.  The MRB agreed with the team’s recommendation. 

 
   Ms. Katanic presented the findings regarding the common performance indicator, 

Technical Quality of Incident and Allegation Activities.  Her presentation corresponded to 
Section 3.5 of the proposed final IMPEP report.  She reported that regarding 
incidents/events, the team identified that a few incidents were not reported to the NRC in a 
timely manner and that some case files did not contain an independent evaluation such as 
contributing factors, root causes, rather instead relying on licensee conclusions.  She 
noted that two events reviewed did not result in an onsite response and one was an 
incident involving a lost source, the cause of which appeared to have led to another 
related event at the same facility a few weeks later.  She stated that the team made a 
recommendation that the state strengthen its incident response program by developing 
guidance and providing training to the staff on evaluating and responding to reported 
medical events.  Ms. Katanic reported that in the area of allegations, the review team 
found that the program’s actions were prompt and commensurate with the potential health 
and safety consequences of the identified concerns. 

 
 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 

“satisfactory” and made one recommendation.  The MRB agreed that Arkansas’ 
performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory” rating for this indicator.  The MRB agreed 
with the team’s recommendation. 

 
3. Non-Common Performance Indicators.  Mr. Erickson presented the findings regarding 

the non-common performance indicator, Compatibility Requirements.  His presentation 
corresponded to Section 4.1 of the proposed final IMPEP report.  Mr. Erickson noted that 



 

Arkansas’ process for rulemaking takes approximately nine months.  He further noted that 
during the review period Arkansas submitted 17 regulation amendments to the NRC for 
review; eight of which were overdue at the time of submission.  Mr. Erickson reported that 
at the time of the review no regulations were overdue for adoption.  He reported that the 
Program reassigned one Health Physicist to work primarily on rulemaking activities.  The 
MRB commended the State on their performance in this area. 
 

 The review team found Arkansas’ performance with respect to this indicator to be 
“satisfactory” and made no recommendations.  The MRB agreed that Arkansas’ 
performance met the criteria for a “satisfactory” rating for this indicator.   

   
4. MRB Consultation/Comments on Issuance of Report.  The MRB found the Arkansas 

Agreement State Program adequate to protect public health and safety, and compatible 
with the NRC’s program.  Based on the results of the current IMPEP review, the team 
recommended that the next full IMPEP review take place in four years.  The MRB directed 
that the next IMPEP review of the Arkansas Agreement State Program should take place 
in approximately four years. 

      
5. Precedents/Lessons Learned.  It was noted that the Director of the Division of Materials 

Safety and State Agreements implemented changes to the processing of IMPEP reports, 
specifically all draft IMPEP reports will be signed by the Chief of the Agreement State 
Programs Branch. 

 
6. Adjournment.  The meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:25 p.m. (ET) 
 

 


